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HOW THE JOURNAL REACHES YOU
The ICCA Journal appears four times a year. In order to receive all issues of the 1995 Journal, you should
subscribe as an ICCA member. The (renewal) fee is now Dutch florins (Hfl.) 60.--, UK £ 24.-- or US $ 36.--.
The increase of the annual fee has been agreed upon at the Triennial Meeting in Madrid, Spain in November
1992, to be effective as and when necessary. The time has now arrived that, to our regret, this decision has
taken effect. For subscriptions, renewals and orders of back issues, readers in North America and the United
Kingdom should send their orders and payment to
ICCA
c/o D.F. Beal
Dept. of Computer Science, Queen Mary and Westfield College
Mile End Road, London El 4NS / England
Email: icca@dcs.qmw.ac.uk

Payment may be made as follows: UK pounds or US dollars, cash; cheques for UK pounds, from a UK bank
account, or Eurocheque only; cheques for US dollars, from a North American bank.
For all other subscriptions, renewals and orders of back issues, readers should send their orders and payment to
ICC A
c/o Prof. dr H.J. van den Herik
University of Limburg, Dept. of Computer Science
P.O. Box 616, 6200 MD Maastricht / The Netherlands
Email: icca@cs.rulimburg.nl

Payment may be made as follows: Dutch guilders, cash or Eurocheque: Hfl. 60.--; Dutch guilders, direct bank
transfer from abroad: Hfl. 75.--; all other cheques: Hfl. 80.--.
Though it is primitive, valid banknotes in UK pounds, US dollars, or Dutch guilders are still the most effective
way of paying your dues neatly and safely. Also it is the cheapest way to transfer your dues free of all charges
to the ICCA. Of course, postal regulations require that banknotes are sent by registered mail.
For the convenience of readers in countries allowing direct transfer to Dutch banks, payment may be made to
the ABN/AMRO bank, account no. 45 07 90 878, Maa~tricht, Helmstraat. If desired, a transfer to postal giro
account no. 1050085 of the ABN/AMRO bank is acceptable, provided the ABN/AMRO account number and
the name of the ICCA are mentioned. While being acceptable, this method imposes charges on the ICCA and
payment should be increased by Dfl. 15.-- to compensate.
It is vital that the cheque either be from a bank of the same country as the currency, or be a Eurocheque.
International money orders are acceptable only if made out to Prof. dr H.J. van den Herik by name. We regret
that no other form of payment is acceptable.

Please include a correct statement of your mailing address. (We keep receiving payments without addresses!)
Should your mailing label be erroneous or when changing residence, please return an amended label to Don
Beal or Prof. dr Van den Herik as the case may require. Those using Eurocheques for their payment are
requested to fill in the 4-digit validation number on the back of their cheques. Otherwise, we cannot cash them.
While stocks last, back issues of the ICCA Journal as from Vol. 6, No.3 (August 1983) up to Vol. 17, No.4
are still available at US $ 6.-- each, US $ 20.-- for any four and US $ 207.-- for the set up to Vol. 17, No.4.
Please order these as you would order or renew a subscription.
Institutional Membership is at US $ 144.-- per year and includes six copies of each issue of the Journal.
Library subscriptions are US $ 72.-- per year. A replacement copy for libraries is rated at US $ 18.-- including
handling and mailing.
Other enquiries should be directed to the Secretary/Treasurer, Don Beal, at the address above.
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The addresses of authors not mentioned above will be found elsewhere in this issue.

FOUND AGAIN
We have known for a long time that the Editorial offices had magnificent cleaning staff. Recently, we have
found that their discrimination extends beyond palpable dirt. Judging by the clean ones they have left us,
they clearly must have eliminated many limericks which failed to meet their standards of purity.
A chess engine known as B-CLEANER
Seemed of quite independent demeanour,
But it wasn't at all,
Since, when pressed to the Wall,
It admitted: "lch bin ein Berliner!"
When lost, he cried out: "No commotion!
Not queening, but knighting the notion ... ?
So what? Can't you see
That commercials like me
Can never risk underpromotion?"

